
UKMARC tags and fields 
Tag 700 - 799 : Added Entry Access Points  
 
Field 700 : Personal Name Added Entry Heading  

The 700 field contains headings for added entry access points in the catalogue under 

personal names for joint authors, editors, compilers and others responsible for the the 

intellectual or artistic content of the item being catalogued. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     AACR2 

0     Name of person entered under given name 

1   

  

Name of person entered under a title of 
nobility, a surname, or under an element of 
the name that identifies the individual and 
functions as a surname 

3      Name of family    

  0   Collaborating author headings 21.30B 

  1 
  

Other AACR2-required added 
entry headings 

21.30C-H 
K1-2 

  2 
  

Supplementary added entry 
headings 

21.29D 

SUBFIELD  CODES       

$a     Entry element (NR)   

$c     Dates – printing (NR) 

$e     Roman numerals – first indicator 0 (NR) 

      Additions to name appearing between the 
entry element and other parts of the name – 
first indicator 1 (NR) 

$f     Additions to name other than dates and 
parenthetical general designations (NR) 

$h     Inverted element of name – Western names; 
personal element of name – Oriental names 
(NR) 

$k     Spelled out form of name – printing (NR) 

$l     Parenthetical general designation (NR)  

$m     Works (NR) 

$n     Selections (NR) 

$o     Other collective titles (NR) 

$q     Spelled out form of name – non-printing (NR) 

$r     Dates – non-printing (NR) 

$s     Location code for the library or institution 
associated with the printer, former owner or 
other person being given an added entry 
because of their connection with a rare or 
antiquarian item (NR) 

$t     Title in name-title added entry: title access 
required (NR) 

$u     Title in name-title added entry: no title access 
required (NR) 

$v     Adaptations (NR) 



$w     ISSN (NR) 

$y     Designation of function (NR) 

$z     General material designation (NR) 1.1C  

Notes  

1. First indicator 2 is no longer used.  

2. Second indicator 0 is used for all added entry headings relating to 

persons who have equal responsibility with the person or body 

named in the main entry heading.  

3. Second indicator 2 is used for added entry headings not required 

by AACR2 (e.g. many translators, illustrators, etc.).  

4. Subfield $s should be used only when the person concerned is 

linked to an individual copy. Where more than one copy is held 

by the library, the subfield should also contain the pressmark of 

the copy, separated from the location code by a colon.  

5. Non-filing characters at the beginning of data in subfields $t and 

$u are omitted.  

6. Subfield $d was deleted from the format with effect from January 

1997. Formerly it was used only after subfields $e (first indicator 

1 or 2) or $f.  

7. In the case of antiquarian material, rare books or items from 

special collections, subfield $y should be used to indicate the 

relationship of the person to the copy in question, e.g. former 

owner. The codes used to describe the relationship should be 

taken from USMARC code list for relators, sources, description 

conventions. (Washington: Library of Congress Cataloguing 

Distribution Service, 1990). An approved subset of this list is 

available as 'Relator terms for rare book, manuscript, and special 

collections cataloguing' (3rd ed. In College and research libraries 

news, Oct/Nov 1987, Vol. 48, no. 9-10).  

BNB Practice 

1. BNBMARC records do not contain added entry headings not 

required by AACR2.  

2. Non-printing subfields are not used in BNBMARC records.  

3. Subfields $s, $v, $y and $z are not used in BNBMARC records.  

Examples  

1. 100.10$aCameron$hJames 

245.10$aImproving compliance with international 

environmental law$eJames Cameron, Jacob Werksman & 



Peter Roderick 

700.10$aWerksman$hJacob 

700.10/1$aRoderick$hPeter  

2. 100.10$aHardy$hThomas$c1840-1928 

245.10$aThomas Hardy's Studies, specimens &c. 

notebook$eedited by Pamela Dalziel and Michael Millgate 

700.11$aDalziel$hPamela 

700.11/1$aMillgate$hMichael$c1929-  

3. 245.30$aAnalysis methods for electromagnetic wave 

problems$eEikichi Yamashita, editor 

700.11Yamashita$hEikichi$c1933-  

4. 100.10$aGleason$hDavid King 

245.10$aAtlanta$ephotographs by David King 

Gleason$etext by Don O'Briant$eintroduction by John 

Stone 

700.11$aO'Briant$hDon$c1943-  

5. 100.10$aDe Burgh$hChris 

245.14$aThe great songs of Chris De Burgh$e[arranged by 

Sue Ballam]$e[compiled by Peter Evans] 

700.11$aEvans$hPeter$c1953- 

700.11/1$aBallam$hSue  

6. 100.10$aRead$hLorna 

245.10$aCreepy crawlies$ewritten by Lorna 

Read$eillustrated by Christine Howes 

700.11$aHowes$hChristine  

Illustrator of a children's book, illustrations considered important.  

7. 100.10$aPatterson$hFrank Allen 

245.13$aAn index to the Columbia edition of the works of 

John Milton$dFrank Allen Patterson$eassisted by French 

Rowe Fogle 

700.11$aFogle$hFrench Rowe 

700.11/1$aMilton$hJohn$c1608-1674$mWorks  

8. 245.10$aBrodie's notes on Samuel Beckett's Waiting for 

Godot$eW. T. Currie 

100.10$aCurrie$hW. T. 

700.11$aBeckett$hSamuel$c1906-$tWaiting for Godot  

9. 700.12$aPacker$hMaurice$ybnd$sLO/N-1: 2725.g.1995 

An added entry for the binder of a specially bound copy of a book 

held by the British Library with the pressmark 2725.g.1995.  

 



Field 710 : Corporate Name Added Entry Heading  

The 710 field contains headings for added entry access points in the catalogue under 

government, corporate or other bodies responsible for the the intellectual or artistic 

content of the item being catalogued. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     AACR2 

1     Government name 

2     Corporate name other than government 

  0 
  

Collaborating corporate name 
heading 

21.30B 

  1 
  

Other AACR2-required added 
entry heading 

21.30C-H 
K1-2 

  2 
  

Supplementary added entry 
headings 

21.29D 

SUBFIELD  CODES       

$a     Entry element (NR)   

$c 

    

Subordinate or related body, 
subordinate conference or 
subordinate government agency 
or official 

24.12-14 
24.16-27 

$e     Additions to name 24.7B2 

$i     Number of conference, etc. (NR) 

$k     Date of conference, etc. (NR) 24.7B3 

$j     Location of conference, etc. (NR) 24.7B4 

$p     Location added to name – non-printing (NR) 

$q     Inverted term denoting incorporation, etc. 
(NR) 

$s     Location code for the library or institution 
associated with the printer, binder or other 
body being given an added entry because of 
their connection with a rare or antiquarian item 
(NR) 

$t     Title in name-title added entry: title access 
required (NR) 

$u     Title in name-title added entry: no title access 
required (NR) 

$v     Adaptations (NR) 

$w     ISSN (NR) 

$y     Designation of function (NR) 

$z     General material designation (NR) 1.1C  

Notes  

1. Second indicator 0 is used for all added entry headings relating to 

bodies which have equal responsibility with the body named in 

the main entry heading.  

2. Second indicator 2 is used for added entry headings not required 

by AACR2 (e.g. many translators, illustrators, etc.).  



3. Subfield $s should be used only when the body concerned is 

linked to an individual copy. Where more than one copy is held 

by the library, the subfield should also contain the pressmark of 

the copy, separated from the location code by a colon.  

4. Non-filing characters at the beginning of data in subfields $t and 

$u are omitted.  

5. In the case of antiquarian material, rare books or items from 

special collections, subfield $y should be used to indicate the 

relationship of the person to the title in question, e.g. printer. 

The codes used to describe the relationship should be taken from 

USMARC code list for relators, sources, description conventions. 

Washington: Library of Congress Cataloguing Distribution 

Service, 1990). An approved subset of this list is available as 

'Relator terms for rare book, manuscript, and special collections 

cataloguing' (3rd ed. In College and research libraries news, 

Oct/Nov 1987, Vol. 48, no.9-10).  

BNB Practice 

1. This field is used principally for name-title added entries for 

related and variant titles entered under a name heading.  

2. BNBMARC records do not contain added entry headings not 

required by AACR2  

3. Non-printing subfields are not used in BNBMARC records.  

4. Subfields $s, $v, $y and $z are not used in BNBMARC records.  

Examples  

1. 110.10$aDenmark  

240.10$aTreaties, etc. Great Britain, 1974 May 

2$pProtocols, etc., 1989 Aug. 14  

710.10$aGreat Britain$uTreaties, etc. Denmark 1974 May 

2. Protocols, etc., 1989 Aug 14  

2. 260.00$aOxoniae$btypis academicis$c1707 

710.12$aOxford University Press$ypbl  

The name of the publisher as it appears in the book is not in a 

form appropriate for an added entry access point in the 

catalogue.  

3. 260.00$aEdinburgh$bScottish Office, Central Research 

Unit$c1992 

500.00$a"Commissioned by the Scottish Office Industry 

Department." 



710.11$aGreat Britain$cScottish Office$cCentral Research 

Unit 

710.11/1$aGreat Britain$cScottish Office Industry 

Department  

4. 245.30$aMaking the links$btowards an integrated 

strategy for the elimination of violence against women in 

intimate relationships with men$ba study commissioned 

by Women's Aid $eKelleher and Associates with Monica 

O'Connor 

700.10$aO'Connor$hMonica 

710.20$aKelleher and Associates$eFirm 

710.20/1$aWomen's Aid$eIreland  

5. 245.30$aWomen empowering communication$ba resource 

book on women and the globalisation of media 

260.00$aLondon$bWorld Association for Christian 

Communication $c[1995?] 

528.00$aPublished in association with Isis International 

and the International Women's Tribune Centre 

710.21$aWorld Association for Christian Communication 

710.21/1$aIsis International 

710.21/2$aInternational Women's Tribune Centre  

6. 222.00$aGalway roots$bjournal of the Galway Family 

History Society 

710.21$aGalway Family History Society  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 711 : Conference or Event Name Added Entry Heading 

The 711 field contains headings for added entry access points in the catalogue under the 

names of conferences, meetings, exhibitions or fairs which, as corporate bodies, are 

responsible for the the intellectual or artistic content of the item being catalogued. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     AACR2 

0         

  0  
  

Collaborating conference 
etc.name heading 

21.30B 

  1 
  

Other AACR2-required added 
entry heading 

21.30C-H 
K1-2 

  2 
  

Supplementary added entry 
heading  

21.29D 

SUBFIELD  CODES       

$a     Entry element (NR)   

$c     Subdivision of conference, etc.  

$e     Additions to name - other than number, 
location and date 

$i     Number (NR) 24.7B2 

$k     Date (NR) 24.7B3 

$j     Location (NR) 24.7B4 

$t     Title in name-title added entry: title access 
required (NR) 

$u     Title in name-title added entry: no title access 
required (NR) 

$v     Adaptations (NR) 

$w     ISSN (NR) 

$y     Designation of function (NR) 

$z     General material designation (NR) 1.1C  

Notes  

1. Second indicator 0 is used for all added entry headings relating to 

bodies which have equal responsibility with the body named in 

the main entry heading.  

2. Second indicator 2 is used for added entry headings not required 

by AACR2.  

3. Non-filing characters at the beginning of data in subfields $t and 

$u are omitted.  

BNB Practice 

1. BNBMARC records do not contain added entry headings not 

required by AACR2  

2. Subfields $s, $v, $y and $z are not used in BNBMARC records.  



3. This field is used principally for name-title added entries for 

related and variant titles entered under a name heading.  

Examples  

1. 245.30$aAdvances in enzyme regulation  

248.10$gVol.15$hProceedings of the Fifteenth Symposium 

on Regulation of Enzyme Activity and Synthesis in Normal 

and Neoplastic Tissues, held at Indiana University School 

of Medicine, Indianapolis, Indiana, September 27 and 28, 

1976  

711.01$aSymposium on Regulation of Enzyme and 

Synthesis in Normal and Neoplastic 

Tissues$i15th$k1976$jIndianapolis, Ind  

2. 100.10$aSugden$eSir$hArthur$r1918- 

245.10$aSir Arthur Sugden's address [to the] Co-op 

Congress 78  

711.01$aCo-operative Congress$i109th$k1978 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 740 : Uniform Title Added Entry Heading  

The 740 field allows added entry points to be made in the catalogue under the title 

selected as the uniform title of a work which has appeared under various titles in different 

forms. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0         

  0-9 
  

Number of non-filing characters at the 
beginning of the title  

SUBFIELD  CODES       

$a     Uniform title (NR)  

$d     Medium of performance – music (NR) 

$e     Serial number – music (NR) 

$f     Opus or thematic index number – music (NR) 

$g     Number within opus - music (NR)   

$h     Key - music (NR)  

$j     Parenthetical identifying element 

$k     Arrangement – music (NR) 

$o     Year of imprint (NR) 

$p     Subheading (NR) 

$q     Version of Bible (NR) 

$r     Language (NR)  

$s     Part of a work   

$v     Adaptations (NR)   

$w     ISSN (NR)   

$z     General material designation (NR) 

Notes  

1. This field is used for all entry headings for uniform titles other 

than those which may be generated from field 240 first indicator 

2, 3, or 4, and fields 700-711 subfield $t. Added entry headings 

for titles of monographic series are recorded in fields 800-840.  

2. Unique serial titles which take parenthetical qualifications are 

recorded in this field. Those without such qualifications are 

recorded in field 745.  

BNB Practice  

Subfield $v is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Examples  

1. The big picnic and other miracles / illustrated by Ellen Weiss. 

Weiss, Ellen 

[Bible. N.T. Matthew] 



[Bible. N.T. Mark] 

[Bible. N.T. John]  

245.34$aThe big picnic and other miracles$eillustrated by 

Ellen Weiss 

700.11$aWeiss$hEllen 

740.00$aBible$sN.T$sMatthew 

740.00/1$aBible$sN.T$sMark 

740.00/2$aBible$sN.T$sJohn  

2. Continues: Executive briefing 

[Executive briefing (Richmond upon Thames, England), ISSN 

1356-1227]  

503.00$aContinues: Executive briefing 

740.00$aExecutive briefing$jRichmond upon Thames, 

England $w1356-1227  

See also tag 240 for examples of the subfield coding.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 745 : Title Added Entry Heading 

The 745 field is used for title added entry headings other than those which may be 

generated from field 245 first indicator 1, and fields 700-711 subfield $t (i.e. works with no 

main author). Added entry headings for titles of monographic series are recorded in fields 

800-840. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0   
  

Title added entry heading other than for a 
variant title  

  

1     Variant title added entry heading  

  0-9 
  

Number of non-filing characters at the 
beginning of the title  

SUBFIELD  CODES       

$a     Title added entry heading (NR)  

$v     Adaptations (NR)   

$w     ISSN (NR)   

$z     General material designation (NR) 

Note  

A first indicator value of 1 should be used not only for variant titles derived from the work 

in hand, but also for title changes from earlier editions.  

BNB Practice  

Subfields $v and $z are not used in BNBMARC records.  

Examples 

1. Le Guin, Ursula K. (Ursula Kroeber), 1929- 

Earthsea revisioned : a lecture delivered under the title Children, 

women, men and dragons at Worlds Apart, an institute sponsored 

by Children's Literature New England and held from August 2-8, 

1992 at Keble College, Oxford University, England. 

Children, women, men and dragons. 

100.20$aLe Guin$hUrsula K.$kUrsula Kroeber$c1929- 

245.10$aEarthsea revisioned$ba lecture delivered under 

the title Children, women, men and dragons at Worlds 

Apart, an institute sponsored by Children's Literature New 

England and held from August 2-8, 1992 at Keble College, 

Oxford University, England 

745.10$aChildren, women, men and dragons  

2. Spine title: Motors & drives 

Motors & drives 



514.00$aSpine title: Motors & drives 

745.10$aMotors & drives  

3. Based on a paper in: Archaeologia Cambrensis, July, 1908 

Archaeologia Cambrensis 

503.00$aBased on a paper in: Archaeologia Cambrensis, 

July, 1908 

745.00$aArchaeologia Cambrensis  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 752 : Hierarchical Place Name Added Entry Heading  

The 752 field is used to record in a structured and hierarchical way the place of publication 

of an item when the cataloguer requires an added entry point to be generated under this 

heading. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0      

SUBFIELD  CODES       

$a     Country (NR)   

$b     State, province, territory (NR) 

$c     County, region, islands area (NR)   

$d     City, town (NR) 

BNB Practice 

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Examples  

1. 260.00$aEboraci$bexcudebat Johannis White$c1704 

752.00$aEngland$cNorth Yorkshire$dYork  

An item with the imprint: Eboraci: excudebat Johannis White, 

1704.  

2. 245.34$aThe Poppleton gazette 

752.00$aEngland$cNorth Yorkshire$dUpper Poppleton  

 

Field 755 : Physical Characteristic Added Entry Heading  

This field was formerly used to record in the form of an added entry heading the physical 

characteristics of the item being catalogued. Field 655 is now used for this purpose.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 756 : Fingerprint Note  

The 756 field is used to assist the identification of antiquarian books by recording 

information relating to groups of characters taken from different pages of the book. This is 

done in accordance with the principles laid down in Fingerprints = Empreintes = Impronte. 

Paris: Institut de Recherche et d'Histoire des Textes in association with the National 

Library of Scotland, 1984. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0      

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     First and second groups of characters (NR)  

$b     Third and fourth groups of characters (NR) 

$c     Date (NR) 

$d     Number of volume or part (NR) 

$s     Code for the library or institution now holding 
the item (NR) 

Note 

The code in subfield $s should be taken from Directory of library codes. New ed. (Boston 

Spa: British Library, Document Supply Centre, 1995). If the library holds more than one 

copy of the item, the pressmark is included, separated from the code by a colon.  

BNB Practice 

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Example  

756.00$adete nkck$bvess lodo 3$cAnno Domini MDCXXVI$d3$sCA/U-1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 760 : Main Series Link 

The 760 field contains information about another item of which the item being catalogued 

is a subseries. It is used in addition to any appropriate series fields. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Note – printing 

1 0   Note – non-printing 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$c     Qualifying information (NR) 

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description of source (NR) 

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n      
 
 
 
 
Note 

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

Notes  

1. When a note is generated it is prefixed 'Subseries of:'.  

2. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  

3. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 

Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  

4. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  



BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Example  

245.04$aThe Arabian banking & financial systems guide 

760.20$tArabian information technology series$x0956-2672  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 762 : Subseries Link 

The 762 field contains information about another item which is a subseries of the item 

being catalogued. It is used in addition to any appropriate series fields. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Note – printing 

1 0   Note – non-printing 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$c     Qualifying information (NR) 

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description (NR) 

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n     Note 

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

Notes  

1. When a note is generated it is prefixed 'Has subseries:'.  

2. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  

3. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 

Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  

4. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  



Example  

222.00$aArabian information technology series  

762.20$tArabian banking & financial systems guide$x1356-9902  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 



Field 765 : Original Language Link  

The 765 field contains information about another item of which the item being catalogued 

is a translation. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Note – printing 

1 0   Note – non-printing 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$c     Qualifying information (NR) 

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description (NR) 

$k     Series data for related item  

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n     Note 

$r     Report number  

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$u     International Standard Report Number (NR)  

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

$z     International Standard Book Number  

Notes  

1. When a note is generated it is prefixed 'Translation of:'.  

2. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  

3. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 

Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  

4. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  



BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Example  

1. 580.00$aAbridged translation of Mashinovedenie 

765.10$tMashinovedenie$w(DLC)90646274$w(ED/N-

1)6258868 

Links are made to the LC and National Library of Scotland records 

for the original text. First indicator 1 suppresses the automatic 

generation of the note 'Translation of: Mashinovedenie'; the 

cataloguer adds a more helpful note in field 580.  

2. Translation of: [The Anome]. The faceless man. New York : Dell, 

1973. (Durdane ; 1). ISBN 0440004411 

765.00$sThe Anome$tThe faceless man$dNew York : Dell, 

1973$kDurdane ; 1 $z0440004411 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Field 767 : Translation Link 

The 767 field contains information about another item which is a translation of the item 

being catalogued. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Note – printing 

1 0   Note – non-printing 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$c     Qualifying information (NR) 

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description (NR) 

$k     Series data for related item  

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n     Note 

$r     Report number  

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$u     International Standard Report Number (NR)  

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

$z     International Standard Book Number  

Notes  

1. When a note is generated it is prefixed 'Translated as:'.  

2. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  

3. Subfield $k contains the series information from subfield $a in 

the 440 or 840 field of the related record.  

4. Subfield $r is designed to hold the report number from the 088 

field of the related record. Field 088 has not yet been adopted in 

the UKMARC format.  

5. Subfield $u contains the International Standard Report Number 

from the 027 field of the related record.  

6. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 



Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  

7. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Example  

245.10$aFinance & development 
580.00$aAlso available in the following translations: French: Finances et 
développement; German: Finanzierung & Entwicklung; Portuguese: Finanças & 
desenvolvimento 
767.10$tFinance & development. French. Finances et développement$x0430-
473X 
767.10$tFinance & development. German. Finanzierung & Entwicklung$x0250-
7447 
767.10$tFinance & development. Portuguese. Finanças & 
desenvolvimento$x0250-7404  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 770 : Supplement Link 

The 770 field contains information about another item which is a supplement of the item 

being catalogued. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Note – printing 

1 0   Note – non-printing 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$c     Qualifying information (NR) 

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description (NR) 

$k     Series data for related item  

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n     Note 

$r     Report number  

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$u     International Standard Report Number (NR)  

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

$z     International Standard Book Number  

Notes  

1. When a note is generated it is prefixed 'Has supplement:'.  

2. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  

3. Subfield $k contains the series information from subfield $a in 

the 440 or 840 field of the related record.  

4. Subfield $r is designed to hold the report number from the 088 

field of the related record. Field 088 has not yet been adopted in 

the UKMARC format.  

5. Subfield $u contains the International Standard Report Number 

from the 027 field of the related record.  

6. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 

Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  



7. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 772 : Parent Record Link  

The 772 field contains information about another item of which the item being catalogued 

is a single issue or supplement. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Note – printing 

1 0   Note – non-printing 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$c     Qualifying information (NR) 

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description (NR) 

$k     Series data for related item  

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n     Note 

$r     Report number  

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$u     International Standard Report Number (NR)  

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

$z     International Standard Book Number  

Notes  

1. When a note is generated it is prefixed 'Supplement to:'.  

2. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  

3. Subfield $k contains the series information from subfield $a in 

the 440 or 840 field of the related record.  

4. Subfield $r is designed to hold the report number from the 088 

field of the related record. Field 088 has not yet been adopted in 

the UKMARC format.  

5. Subfield $u contains the International Standard Report Number 

from the 027 field of the related record.  

6. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 

Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  



7. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Examples 

1. 245.10$aDonnées statistiques pour la Haute-Normandie 

580.00$aSupplement to: Statistiques pour l'économie 

normande, 1979-; supplement to: Aval, [1982-] 

745.10$aStatistiques pour l'économie normande 

745.10$aAval 

772.10$tStatistiques pour l'économie normande$g1979-

$w(OCoLC)6260766 

772.10$tAval$g[1982-] 

Without the 580 field, the 772 fields would lead to the display of 

two separate notes: 

Supplement to: Statistiques pour l'économique normande, 1979- 

and, 

Supplement to: Aval, [1982-] 

In this example the 745 fields are also included.  

2. Supplement to: Interface Spring 1996. ISSN 1352-9552 

245.30$aUKMARC additional fields/subfields for the book 

trade 

745.10$aInterface 

772.00$tInterface$gSpring 1996$x1352-9552  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 773 : Host Item Link 

The 773 field contains information about another item of which the item being catalogued 

is a component part. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Note – printing 

1 0   Note – non-printing 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description (NR) 

$k     Series data for related item  

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n     Note 

$p     Abbreviated title (NR) 

$r     Report number  

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$u     International Standard Report Number (NR)  

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

$z     International Standard Book Number  

Notes  

1. When a note is generated it is prefixed 'In:'.  

2. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  

3. Subfield $k contains the series information from subfield $a in 

the 440 or 840 field of the related record.  

4. Subfield $p is used to record the abbreviated title from the 210 

field of the related record.  

5. Subfield $r is designed to hold the report number from the 088 

field of the related record. Field 088 has not yet been adopted in 

the UKMARC format.  

6. Subfield $u contains the International Standard Report Number 

from the 027 field of the related record.  

7. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 



Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  

8. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Example 

773.00$tEntomologists' monthly magazine$pEntomol mon mag$dWallingford : 
Gem Publishing Company$x0013-8908$yFNMMA  
The example includes the abbreviated title and the CODEN.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 775 : Other Edition Link  

The 775 field contains information about another item which is a different edition to the 

item being catalogued. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Note – printing 

1 0   Note – non-printing 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$c     Qualifying information (NR)  

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$e     Language code (NR) 

$f     Country code (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description (NR) 

$k     Series data for related item  

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n     Note 

$r     Report number  

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$u     International Standard Report Number (NR)  

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

$z     International Standard Book Number  

Notes  

1. When a note is generated it is prefixed 'Other editions available:'.  

2. Subfield $e contains the language code from the 008 field of the 

related record.  

3. Subfield $f contains the country code from the 008 field of the 

related record.  

4. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  

5. Subfield $k contains the series information from subfield $a in 

the 440 or 840 field of the related record.  

6. Subfield $r is designed to hold the report number from the 088 

field of the related record. Field 088 has not yet been adopted in 

the UKMARC format.  

7. Subfield $u contains the International Standard Report Number 

from the 027 field of the related record.  



8. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 

Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  

9. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Example 

240.30$aCuba economic news$rSpanish 
245.10$aCuba noticias ecónomicas 
580.00$aIssued also in English: Cuba economic news 
775.10$tCuba economic news$x0590-2932$eeng$w(MA/U-3)2259984  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 776 : Additional Physical Form Link  

The 776 field contains information about another item which is in a different physical form 

to the item being catalogued. It is used to link multiple physical formats of the same title. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Note – printing 

1 0   Note – non-printing 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$c     Qualifying information (NR)  

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description (NR) 

$k     Series data for related item  

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n     Note 

$r     Report number  

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$u     International Standard Report Number (NR)  

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

$z     International Standard Book Number  

Notes  

1. When a note is generated it is prefixed 'Available in other forms:' 

; for non-serials items it is prefixed ‘Issued in other form:’.  

2. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  

3. ubfield $k contains the series information from subfield $a in the 

440 or 840 field of the related record.  

4. Subfield $r is designed to hold the report number from the 088 

field of the related record. Field 088 has not yet been adopted in 

the UKMARC format.  

5. Subfield $u contains the International Standard Report Number 

from the 027 field of the related record.  

6. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 



Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  

7. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Examples 

1. 776.10$cOriginal$w(ED/U-1) 24020326  

2. Issued in other form: 2nd audio edition. New York : Recorded 

Books Productions, 1993. 10sound cassettes (13hrs 45mins.). 

Narrated by Patrick Tull 

245.14$aThe Mauritius command 

776.00$b2nd audio edition$dNew York : Recorded Books 

Productions, 1993 $h10sound cassettes (13hrs 

45mins.)$nNarrated by Patrick Tull  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 777 : Issued With Entry Link 

The 777 field contains information about another item which, although catalogued 

separately, has actually been issued with the item being catalogued. It is not used for 

items which have been bound together. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Note – printing 

1 0   Note – non-printing 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$c     Qualifying information (NR)  

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description (NR) 

$k     Series data for related item  

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n     Note 

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

Notes  

1. When a note is generated it is prefixed 'Issued with:'.  

2. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  

3. Subfield $k contains the series information from subfield $a in 

the 440 or 840 field of the related record.  

4. Subfield $r is designed to hold the report number from the 088 

field of the related record. Field 088 has not yet been adopted in 

the UKMARC format.  

5. Subfield $u contains the International Standard Report Number 

from the 027 field of the related record.  

6. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 

Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  



7. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Example 

777.00$tSelect newsletter$gNo.9 (Spring 
1993)$x09601570$w(WE/N01)b9111051  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 780 : Preceding Entry Link 

The 780 field contains information about another item which is the immediate predecessor 

of the item being catalogued. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 
 

  Note – printing 

1 
 

  Note – non-printing 

  0   Continues 

  1   Continues in part 

  2   Supersedes 

  3   Supersedes in part 

  4   Formed by the union of ... and ... 

  5   Absorbed 

  6   Absorbed in part 

  7   Separated from 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$c     Qualifying information (NR)  

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description (NR) 

$k     Series data for related item  

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n     Note 

$r     Report number 

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$u     International Standard Report Number (NR)  

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

$z     International Standard Book Number  

Notes  

1. When a note is generated the introductory text is determined by 

the value of the second indicator.  

2. Second indicator values 2 and 3 are obsolete in the International 

ISSN Centre's MARC format and their use is not recommended; 

values 5 or 6 should be used instead.  

3. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  

4. Subfield $k contains the series information from subfield $a in 

the 440 or 840 field of the related record.  



5. Subfield $r is designed to hold the report number from the 088 

field of the related record. Field 088 has not yet been adopted in 

the UKMARC format.  

6. Subfield $u contains the International Standard Report Number 

from the 027 field of the related record.  

7. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 

Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  

8. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Example 

Absorbed: Graphic notices and supplemental data (CA/U-1)c556543 
245.10$aInternational flight information manual 
740.00$aGraphic notices and supplemental data 
780.05$tGraphic notices and supplemental data$w(CA/U-1)c556543 
In this example the 740 field is also included.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 785 : Succeeding Entry Link  

The 785 field contains information about another item which is the immediate successor of 

the item being catalogued. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0     Note – printing 

1     Note – non-printing 

  0   Continued by 

  1   Continues in part by 

  2   Superseded by 

  3   Superseded in part by 

  4   Absorbed by 

  5   Absorbed in part by 

  6   Split into ... and ... 

  7   Merged with ... to form ... 

  8   Changed back to 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$c     Qualifying information (NR)  

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description (NR) 

$k     Series data for related item  

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n     Note 

$r     Report number 

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$u     International Standard Report Number (NR)  

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

$z     International Standard Book Number  

Notes  

1. When a note is generated the introductory text is determined by 

the value of the second indicator.  

2. Second indicator values 2 and 3 are obsolete in the International 

ISSN Centre's MARC format and their use is not recommended; 

values 5 or 6 should be used instead.  

3. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  



4. Subfield $k contains the series information from subfield $a in 

the 440 or 840 field of the related record.  

5. Subfield $r is designed to hold the report number from the 088 

field of the related record. Field 088 has not yet been adopted in 

the UKMARC format.  

6. Subfield $u contains the International Standard Report Number 

from the 027 field of the related record.  

7. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 

Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  

8. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Example 

Continued in part by: Interface. ISSN 1352-9552 
245.30$aSelect newsletter$eNational Bibliographic Service 
255.00$aNo.1 (June/July 1990)-  
745.00$aInterface  
785.01$tInterface$x1352-9552  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Field 787 : Non-Specific Link 

The 787 field contains information about another item where the relationship does not fit 

those defined in the other linking fields (760-785).  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Note – printing 

1 0    Note – non-printing 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Main entry heading (NR) 

$b     Edition (NR) 

$c     Qualifying information (NR)  

$d     Place, publisher and date of publication (NR) 

$g     Relationship information 

$h     Physical description (NR) 

$k     Series data for related item  

$m     Material-specific details (NR) 

$n     Note 

$r     Report number 

$s     Uniform title (NR) 

$t     Title (NR) 

$u     International Standard Report Number (NR)  

$w     Source and record control number 

$x     International Standard Serial Number (NR) 

$y     CODEN designation (NR) 

$z     International Standard Book Number  

Notes  

1. This field will not normally be used to generate a note. Field 580 

(Linking Entry Complexity) should be used instead.  

2. Subfield $g is used to indicate the specific piece or pieces of the 

related item with which the link is being made, e.g. dates or 

issue number.  

3. Subfield $k contains the series information from subfield $a in 

the 440 or 840 field of the related record.  

4. Subfield $r is designed to hold the report number from the 088 

field of the related record. Field 088 has not yet been adopted in 

the UKMARC format.  

5. Subfield $u contains the International Standard Report Number 

from the 027 field of the related record.  

6. Subfield $w contains in parentheses the code for the cataloguing 

agency responsible for creating the record for the related item, 

followed by the system control number of that record. The codes 

are listed in Directory of library codes. (Boston Spa: The British 

http://www.bl.uk/ukmarc/marc563.html#580�
http://www.bl.uk/ukmarc/marc440.html�
http://www.bl.uk/ukmarc/marc840.html�
http://www.bl.uk/ukmarc/marc027.html�


Library, 1999) or USMARC code list for organizations. 

(Washington: Library of Congress, 1996).  

7. Subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than to reflect the 

order of input. The input order and content will vary depending 

upon the information the cataloguer decides to include. The 

output order is determined by the cataloguing standard in use 

and should reflect the order of information elements in the 

catalogue record of the item with which the link is being made.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records.  

Example 

245.30$aUNIMARC$ban introduction  
580.00$aAn adaptation for UNIMARC of the UKMARC guide: Setting the record 
straight  
787.10$tSetting the record straight$dBoston Spa : The British Library, National 
Bibliographic Service, 1993$w(WE/N01)b9499548  

 

 

Field 790 : Real Name  

The 790 field notes the real name of the author given in the main entry heading. 

NOT REPEATABLE 

INDICATORS   SUBFIELD   DEFINITION 

1st 2nd 
  CODE     

0 0   $a  Real name (NR) 

Example 

100.00$a008  
790.00$aRn: John James Hill  
The work is published under the pseudonym '008'. The author's real name is John James 
Hill. 
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